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(Mini) split supersymmetry explains the observed Higgs mass and evades stringent constraints, while
keeping good features of TeV-scale supersymmetry other than the little hierarchy problem. Such scenarios
naturally predict thermal wino dark matter whose mass is around 3 TeV. Its nonperturbatively enhanced
annihilation is a promising target of indirect detection experiments. It is known that identifying the smallest
halos is essential for reducing an uncertainty in interpreting indirect detection experiments. Despite its
importance, the smallest halos of thermal wino dark matter have not been well understood and thus are
investigated in this work. In particular, we remark on two aspects: (1) the neutral wino is in kinetic
equilibrium with primordial plasma predominantly through inelastic processes involving the slightly
heavier charged wino; and (2) the resultant density contrast shows larger powers at dark acoustic oscillation
peaks than in cold dark matter, which is known as an overshooting phenomenon. By taking them into
account, we provide a rigorous estimate of the boost factor. Our result facilitates accurately pinning down
thermal wino dark matter through vigorous efforts in indirect detection experiments.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.100.123519
I. INTRODUCTION
The identity of dark matter and the origin of electroweak
symmetry breaking are big mysteries of modern particle
physics. A prominent possibility of addressing these two
issues is supersymmetry. Supersymmetry controls a scalar
potential by relating the scalar with a partner fermion.
Electroweak symmetry breaking is insensitive to higher
energy physics through the nonrenormalization theorem
and is driven predominantly by supersymmetry breaking.
Furthermore, supersymmetry provides the lightest super-
symmetric particle as a dark matter candidate.
In particular, (mini) split supersymmetry [1–3] (see also
Refs. [4–8]), where scalar (other than the Higgs boson)
masses are Oð100–1000Þ TeV and fermion masses are
Oð0.1–1Þ TeV, attracts growing interest. Heavy scalars
and gravitino evade the constraints from collider searches,
flavor physics, and cosmological problems, which TeV-scale
supersymmetry suffers from, although supersymmetry
breaking scale is mildly far from the electroweak scale (little
hierarchy problem). Light gauginos drive a precise grand
unification [9,10] and also provide experimental windows on
this framework. The anomalymediation contribution [11,12]
is a promising dominant source of gauginomasses,where the
wino is the lightest supersymmetric particle. In the following,
we consider purewinolike darkmatter, where theHiggsino is
as heavy as scalars and the gauge interaction dominates the
interaction of the wino. The neutral wino χ0 is accompanied
by the slightly heavier chargedwino χ. Themass difference
is dominated by a loop contribution, Δmχ ¼ mχ −mχ0 ≃
160–170 MeV [13–16]. The charged wino is thus long lived
and leaves significant signals such as a disappearing track in
projected high-energy colliders [17–23].
The wino thermal relic explains the observed dark matter
abundance when mχ ≃ 2.7–3.0 TeV [24–28]. Its annihila-
tion cross section is enhanced in the present Universe by a
nonperturbative effect, known as Sommerfeld enhancement
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and is encouraged to be intensively searched in indirect
detection experiments [33–43] as a clue to split supersym-
metry. To lay siege to wino dark matter by accumulating all
these efforts, reducing theoretical uncertainties is crucial.
For example, infrared divergences and associated resum-
mation for wino annihilation cross section to electroweak
gauge bosons have been studied intensively [44–51].
This article is devoted to providing better knowledge on
the smallest halos of thermal wino dark matter. It would
play an essential role in reducing a theoretical uncertainty
arising from enhancement of the annihilation rate through
dark matter clumping [52–55]. This enhancement is called
a flux multiplier and is very significant especially in
extragalactic gamma-ray searches [56–62]. Once a cross-
correlation with large-scale structure of the Universe is
taken as recently proposed [63–70], the clumping uncer-
tainty is reduced to a boost factor. We are encouraged by its
promising potential to pin down wino dark matter [42],
since the cross-correlation with large-scale structure will be
statistically improved in near future wide-field surveys.
There have been attempts to determine the smallest halos
in supersymmetric dark matter [71–76] and even particu-
larly in wino dark matter [77]. However, previous liter-
atures did not appreciate the fact that what keeps wino dark
matter in kinetic equilibrium with primordial plasma is not
elastic processes but inelastic ones unlike typical bino dark
matter. Indeed it is known that a wino-nucleon scattering
cross section is suppressed in the decoupling limit of the
Higgsino, while loop contributions barely keep the cross
section just above the neutrino background in direct
detection experiments [78–84]. This subtlety on wino dark
matter kinetic decoupling has been studied for the temper-
ature evolution in Ref. [85], but not yet for the evolution of
the primordial density contrast, which determines dark
matter clumping in the present Universe.
As we see, the fact that wino dark matter is kinetically
equilibrated through an inelastic process results in an
enhanced oscillation of the matter power spectrum, which
originates from “overshooting" [86–88]; namely, dark
acoustic oscillation peaks have a larger power than the
density contrast of cold dark matter. This overshooting
phenomenon was discovered for the first time in the study
of electromagnetically charged dark matter in Ref. [86] and
confirmed by Ref. [87]. Its underlying physics was clarified
in Ref. [88]. Our present work demonstrates that over-
shooting of the matter power spectrum can be seen broadly
in minimal dark matter [89,90], although we focus on wino
dark matter.
II. RELEVANT PROCESSES
Elastic scattering of the neutral wino in late-time thermal
bath, long after the wino freezes out, is suppressed in the
decoupling limit of the Higgsino [91,92]. The leading
contribution arises from a one-loop diagram with W-boson
exchange [92]. The collision term for the neutral wino













with the three momentum of the wino p, the temperature T,
and the bulk motion u of the thermal bath. gχ0 ¼ 2 is
neutral wino internal degrees of freedom (d.o.f.). The












with the Fermi constant GF ≃ 1.2 × 10−5 GeV−2, the















− ωð2 − ð3þ ωÞ lnωÞ

; ð3Þ
with ω ¼ m2W=m2χ . As we see, this elastic process is
subdominant when compared to inelastic processes in
keeping the neutral wino in kinetic equilibrium with the
heat bath.
A key observation is that the charged wino is in kinetic
equilibrium with the heat bath through efficient electro-

















where gχ ¼ 4 is charged wino internal d.o.f. Resultantly,
inelastic processes between the neutral wino and charged
wino can keep the neutral wino in kinetic equilibrium with
the heat bath.
Furthermore, a kick momentum through the mass
deficit in an inelastic process is negligible when compared




until a very late
time, T ∼ 10 keV, since the wino mass difference Δmχ ≃
160 MeV is much smaller than the wino massmχ ≃ 3 TeV.




Cχ0;inela ≈ gχðΓdec þ ΓinelaÞðfχ − fχ0e−Δmχ=TÞ: ð5Þ
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where fπ ≃ 130 MeV is the pion decay constant, mπ ≃
140 MeV is the charged pion mass, and jVudj ≃ 0.97 is the





T3ðΔm2χ þ 6ΔmχT þ 12T2Þ: ð7Þ
We remark that the inelastic reaction rate for the charged
wino, Γdec þ Γinela, is much larger than the Hubble expan-
sion rate H. Resultantly, the charged wino is in chemical
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The last equality is valid when T ≪ Δmχ . Here a dot
denotes a derivative with respect to the conformal time. We
use the synchronous gauge following the notation of
Ref. [94],
ds2 ¼ a2ð−dτ2 þ ðδij þ hijÞdxidxjÞ; ð11Þ
with hij being the metric perturbation in the Fourier space









Until the next section, we consider only homogeneous and
isotropic components.










Tχ0 ≈ a½gχðΓdec þ ΓinelaÞe−Δmχ=T
þ 2gχ0γelaðT − Tχ0Þ: ð14Þ
Figure 1 compares the elastic and inelastic reaction rates in
this equation. As one can see, the elastic scattering decouples
earlier than the inelastic processes. Thus we neglect the
elastic scattering in the following. The inelastic reaction
rates decrease rapidly with decreasing temperature below
T ≃ Δmχ due to the Boltzmann suppression, and drops
below the Hubble expansion rate around T ≃ 9.2 MeV.
Until then, the neutral wino is in kinetic equilibrium with
primordial plasma and thus is involved in an acoustic
oscillation driven by photon pressure, called a dark acoustic
oscillation. Naïvely, growth of the density contrast is
suppressed below the horizon scale corresponding to
kinetic decoupling. We define the epoch of kinetic decou-
pling with ðΓ=HÞjT¼Tkd ¼ 4 as done in Ref. [95]. One could
identify T ≃ 9.2 MeV as a kinetic decoupling temperature,
at which the horizon scale is kkd ¼ 1=τkd ≃ 0.11=pc, and
















where geff counts the effective massless d.o.f. Here we
replace the present total matter mass density ρm;0 in
Ref. [95] by the present dark matter mass density ρχ;0
since the baryon does not collapse into such a small halo
even with cold dark matter due to gas pressure. Our naïve
estimate is already different from an estimate in the
previous literature [77] only considering elastic processes,
where Tkd ∼ 1 GeV andMkd ∼ 10−11 M⊙. However, as we
see in the next section, the true evolution of the density
contrast is more complicated than naïvely expected due to
the overshooting phenomenon.
III. EVOLUTION OF DENSITY PERTURBATIONS
We remark again that the charged wino is in chemical
equilibrium with the neutral wino so that the evolution of




ð2πÞ3 δfχ ; ð16Þ
FIG. 1. Reaction rates in the temperature evolution equation,
gχΓdec exp ð−Δmχ=TÞ (black), gχΓinela exp ð−Δmχ=TÞ (red),
and 2gχ0γela (green), normalized by the Hubble expansion rate H.





ð2πÞ3 δfχ0 ; ð17Þ
satisfies

























where δT ¼ δT=T and θT ¼ ik · u are (dimensionless)
temperature perturbation and velocity potential of the
thermal bath, respectively. The last equality is valid when
T ≪ Δmχ .










θχ0 ≈ agχðΓdec þ ΓinelaÞe−Δmχ=TðθT − θχ0Þ: ð21Þ
Here we ignore sound speed of the neutral wino. We take
into account the sound speed or generically free-streaming





























and τ ¼ 1.05τkd, as suggested in Ref. [95]. The second
equality is valid long after matter radiation equality and τeq
is the conformal time at matter radiation equality.
One obtains a closed set of equations by combining the
above wino equations with the radiation equations and the
Einstein equations [94]. We start our numerical integration
of δχ when the mode is in superhorizon and the neutral
wino tightly couples with radiation. We stop it when the
neutral wino kinetically decouples and δχ starts to loga-
rithmically grow in deep subhorizon as δc. Figure 2 shows
the resultant wino dark matter power spectrum at τeq
normalized to the cold dark matter one. One can see a
dark acoustic oscillation below the horizon scale at kinetic
decoupling as expected. A striking feature is that peak
powers of the dark acoustic oscillation are ∼10 times larger
than the cold dark matter powers. This is the overshooting
phenomenon, which takes place when kinetic decoupling
proceeds suddenly, _γ=H ≫ aH at γ=H ¼ 4 [88].
As is well known in the baryon acoustic oscillation
[96–98], the oscillation amplitude of an acoustic wave is
constant and undamped as long as radiation dominates
the entropy of primordial plasma. Damping of a dark
acoustic oscillation arises from intermittent collisions
around kinetic decoupling, which mixes up different
oscillation phases and averages out the oscillation. This
is why it is sometimes called Landau damping in the
literature. If kinetic decoupling proceeds instantaneously,
there is no damping mechanism other than free-streaming
of a dark matter particle or a particle with which a dark
matter particle scatters (collisionless damping or Silk
damping [99], respectively). Reference [88] argues that
in such a case, not only is the dark acoustic oscillation
undamped, but its peak powers also exceed cold dark
matter powers. This is because a supersonic motion of dark
matter fluid, which is a remnant of the dark acoustic
oscillation, further compresses dark matter fluid after
kinetic decoupling.
In Fig. 2, the wino matter power spectrum multiplied by
the free-streaming factor is also shown. One sees that
damping of dark acoustic oscillation peaks is determined
practically by free streaming, kfs ≃ 3.5=pc for Tkd ¼
9.2 MeV. Its cutoff mass is estimated by analogy to the






























FIG. 2. Wino dark matter power spectrum at τeq normalized to
the cold dark matter one.
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We note that fudge factors, ðγ=HÞjT¼Tkd ¼ 4 and τ=τkd ¼
1.05, are calibrated in bino dark matter [95]. These values
could change only slightly in our wino dark matter case.
One needs to follow a full Boltzmann hierarchy to identify
the precise values, but it is beyond the scope of this work.
One also needs to take into account quantum chromody-
namics phase transition, neutrino decoupling, and e
annihilation. We estimate that they may change our result
up to 10%. [This estimation is presented in Appendix A.]
IV. IMPACTS ON INDIRECT DETECTIONS
To demonstrate the impact of the matter power spectrum
in wino dark matter on indirect detection experiments, we
compute the annihilation boost factor B, which is defined
for a given field halo mass M as
LðMÞ ¼ ð1þ BðMÞÞL̄ðMÞ; ð25Þ
where L is the total luminosity and L̄ is the luminosity of











with dNsh=dm being the subhalo mass function. To
compute Eq. (26), one needs to know dNsh=dm as well
as the density profile of subhalos. We follow the method
of Ref. [104], which analytically describes how these
quantities evolve. They successfully reproduce results of
N-body simulations, in particular, by taking into account
tidal mass stripping that subhalos undergo inside their
hosts. (A brief summary of the method is presented in
Appendix B.)
Figure 3 shows the subhalo boost factor BðMÞ of dark
matter annihilation as a function of the mass of host halosM.
It is manifested that, in the case of wino dark matter, the
substructure boost factor is significantly enhanced when
compared to the case of the naïve model featuring a sudden
cutoff at Mfs ¼ 10−7 M⊙ (which we refer to as CDM). We
find that the effect is as large as ∼30% for relatively large
halos (galaxies, clusters, etc.), even though this affects only
subhalos with very small masses, m≲ 10−5 M⊙.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Thermal wino dark matter is a promising clue of split
supersymmetry, which can be considered as one of the most
attractive new physics after the Higgs discovery. A combi-
nation of indirect detection experiments has the potential to
rigorously explore wino dark matter in the near future. To
this end, astrophysical uncertainties should be understood
in more detail. In this work, we have provided a rigorous
estimate of the boost factor by taking into account two
overlooked aspects of the wino dark matter density con-
trast. First, the neutral wino is in kinetic equilibrium with
primordial plasma not through elastic processes, but
through inelastic processes involving the charged wino.
Resultantly, kinetic decoupling temperature is around
9.2 MeV, 2 orders of magnitude smaller than expected
in the previous literature. Second, a dark acoustic oscil-
lation of the neutral wino shows the overshooting phe-
nomenon; namely, its peak powers of dark acoustic
oscillations are larger than the cold dark matter case. It
follows that free-streaming after kinetic decoupling, rather
than the dark acoustic oscillation, determines the smallest
halos of wino dark matter. The implications of our result are
not limited in indirect detection experiments. Potential
investigation of the small-size halo abundance, e.g., in a
pulsar timing array [105,106], has been proposed. Further
studies including a set of dedicated N-body simulations are
warranted.
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APPENDIX A: EVOLUTION OF
DENSITY PERTURBATIONS
First, we summarize (1) the radiation equations and
(2) the Einstein equations, which are followed simulta-
neously with the wino equations [Eqs. (18) and (21)].
FIG. 3. The annihilation boost factor BðMÞ as a function of the
mass of host halosM at z ¼ 0 and 2. The case of wino dark matter
(solid) is compared with that of CDM (dotted).
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(1) Before neutrino decoupling around T ∼ 2 MeV,












δr ¼ 0; ðA2Þ
σr ¼ 0; ðA3Þ
where δr, θr, and σr are density perturbation,
velocity potential, and anisotropic stress of radiation,
respectively. Note that δT ¼ δr=4 and θT ¼ θr.
































ḧþ 6η̈þ 2 _a
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where wr ¼ 1=3 and c2s;r ¼ δPr=δρr ¼ 1=3 are the
equation of state and the sound speed of radiation,
respectively.
Second, we discuss the initial conditions. In the tight-
coupling limit, adiabatic perturbations are given by
η ¼ 4C 1 − cos x
x2
; ðA8Þ
























θχ0 ¼ θr ¼ −
6C
τ
ð−x sin x − 2 cos xþ 2Þ; ðA11Þ
δχ0 ¼ 12C










where x ¼ kτ= ffiffiffi3p and C is the initial amplitude of η=2.
This set of initial conditions fixes the residual gauge d.o.f.
in the synchronous gauge [86]. For comparison, cold dark
matter (θcdm ¼ 0) evolves as
δcdm ¼ 12C

1 − cos x
x2




with the cosine integral Ci.
Third, we compare our numerically obtained power
spectrum ratio (Fig. 2 in the main text) with an analytic
result. Reference [88] developed an analytic approach to
the evolution of the density perturbations by assuming
Γ=H ¼ ðτkd=τÞn. One finds that the resultant power spec-







































for k ≫ τkd and n ≫ 1. All the fudge factors, cN , cdamp,
and ckd, are unity in the case of Γ=H ¼ ðτkd=τÞn. For our
wino dark matter, we numerically find n ≃ 15 at τ ¼ τkd.
The above expression matches to the numerical result,
when the fudge factors are cN ≃ 0.91, cdamp ≃ 0.95, and
ckd ≃ 1.05, as in Fig. 4.
Fourth, we discuss the impact of neutrino diffusion on
the resultant power spectrum ratio. The neutrino starts to
free stream around T ∼ 2 MeV. One needs to derive and
follow the neutrino full Boltzmann hierarchy with collision
terms to take into account diffusion consistently. Since it is
beyond the scope of this work, here we take a practical
approach instead. We introduce the collision term by
hand as
FIG. 4. Comparison of the power spectrum ratios at τeq with
and without neutrino diffusion. The analytic expression given by
Eqs. (A14) and (A15) is also shown.








_h ¼ a rν
rγ







γν1ðθν − θγÞ; ðA17Þ





























½lFν;l − ðlþ 1ÞFν;lþ1
¼ −aγνlFν;l for l ≥ 3; ðA22Þ
where we followed the notation of Ref. [94] except for the
collision terms. Here, γνl is the contribution of the neutrino
collision term to the multipole l. We approximate γνl by
γνl ¼ ðGFTÞ2½cνelneðTÞ þ cννlnνðTÞ; ðA23Þ
where cνel and cννl are fudge factors. The number densities
of the electron and neutrino are neðTÞ ¼ nνðTÞ ¼
ð3=2Þðζð3Þ=π2ÞT3, counting 2 d.o.f. for each. We take
both cνel and cννl to be unity in our numerical analysis, so
that γνl ≡ γν is independent of l. rγ ¼ 1 − rν is the
photonþ electron fraction of radiation and
rν ≃

0.405 after e annihilation
0.488 before e annihilation
ðA24Þ
is the neutrino fraction of radiation. We set rν ¼ 0.488 in
our numerical analysis.
Meanwhile, in the wino equations [Eqs. (18) and (21)],
we set δT ¼ δγ=4 and θT ¼ θγ. In the Einstein equations
[Eqs. (A4)–(A7)], we set δr¼rγδγþrνδν, θr ¼ rγθγ þ rνθν,
and σr ¼ rγσγ þ rνσν. Figure 4 compares the power spec-
trum ratios δ2
χ0
=δ2cdm at τeq calculated with and without
neutrino diffusion. We find that neutrino diffusion affects
the ratios only slightly.
Last, we comment on a caveat when one evaluates the
present wino power spectrum. We follow the evolution of
the wino or cold dark matter density contrasts until the
neutral wino kinetically decouples and δχ starts to loga-
rithmically grow in deep subhorizon as δc and extrapolate
the growth till the matter radiation equality τeq. In the
calculation of the boost factor, we simply multiply the
power spectrum ratio at τeq to the present matter power
spectrum in cold dark matter that is generated by a public
code CAMB [107]. We remark that a public code like CAMB
or CLASS [108] takes into account only physics around last
scattering. Thus the above procedure ignores the effects of
quantum chromodynamics (QCD), neutrino decoupling,
and e annihilation. To be consistent, we should use just
the free-streaming neutrino in cold dark matter but also take
into account these effects in wino dark matter, when
calculating δ2
χ0
=δ2cdm. However, it is beyond the scope of
this work. In the following, instead, we estimate the
impacts of these effects.
QCD crossover takes place around Tc ≃ 180 MeV
[109,110] (150 MeV [111,112]). It could change, for
example, the equation of state of primordial plasma up
to 30% and thus the evolution of the density contrast. Our
dark matter power spectrum would suffer from this uncer-
tainty above k ∼ 2=pc, which is comparable with kfs. If
QCD phase transition is first order, the evolution of the
density contrast would be further amplified [113].
Although the power spectrum ratios do not change with
and without neutrino decoupling (see Fig. 4), the power
spectrum itself is affected by neutrino decoupling even in
cold dark matter. In addition, e annihilation below T ≃
511 keV changes the equation of state of primordial plasma
up to 10%, which results in up to 10% change in the density
contrast with k ∼ 2 × 10−3=pc [95].
Even large-scale modes, which are superhorizon at the
time of neutrino decoupling, get enhanced by neutrino free
streaming when compared to the case of the interacting
(perfect fluid) neutrino [98]. We define the neutrino
decoupling time τðνÞdec as the time that satisfied γν=H ¼ 4
in a similar manner to the kinetic decoupling of wino dark









where τν ¼ 1=ðaγνÞ is the conformal mean free time of the
neutrino. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the diffusion and
horizon scales as a function of the temperature. To see the
impact of free-streaming explicitly, in Fig. 6 we show the
ratio of the cold dark matter power spectra at τeq with and
without neutrino diffusion and free streaming. The change
in the power spectrum is up to 15%. For reference, the
horizon scale kðνÞdecð¼ 1=τðνÞdecÞ and the neutrino diffusion
scale kðνÞdiffð¼ 1=τðνÞdiffÞ at neutrino decoupling are also shown.
One can see a transition in the ratio, which takes place at
kðνÞdec ≲ k≲ kðνÞdiff . Above this neutrino diffusion hardly
affects the cold dark matter perturbations. Below this the
ratio converges to the result of Ref. [98] that estimates the
effect of neutrino free streaming on cold dark matter
perturbations.
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APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE
BOOST FACTOR
We briefly summarize how we estimate the boost factor
according to Ref. [104]. To compute Eq. (26) in the main
text, one is required to know the mass function and inner
density profile of subhalos, which can be achieved by
tracing how subhalos form and evolve. Evolution of
subhalos can be divided into two stages with accretion
onto host halos as a border.
Before accretion, subhalos form and evolve as
field halos. With their evolution well described by the
extended Press-Schechter formalism, their accretion
rate onto a progenitor of the host can be also given
accordingly. Denoting the subhalo mass and the redshift
at accretion respectively as macc and zacc, the accretion rate
d2Nsh=d lnmacc=dzacc we adopt is [115]
d2Nsh
d lnmaccdzacc







with M̄acc being the (mean) mass of a host progenitor (that
eventually evolves into a mass M0 at z ¼ z0) at zacc. In
Eq. (B1), sacc ¼ σ2ðmacc; z ¼ 0Þ is the variance of over-
density smoothed at a scale corresponding to macc and
δacc ¼ δcðzaccÞ ¼ 1.686=DðzaccÞ is the critical overdensity
at zacc. Similarly, S0 ¼ σ2ðM0; z ¼ 0Þ and δ0 ¼ δcðzÞ,
which gives the boundary condition for the host halo
evolution. The definition of F in Eq. (B1) is given shortly
below.
For the mass evolution of the host, we adopt the fitting
formula given in Ref. [116]. The probability distribution of
the host mass PðMaccjS0; δ0Þ approximately follows the
log-normal distribution with a logarithmic dispersion of






The mean value of M̄acc is given by
M̄accðzjM0; z ¼ 0Þ ¼ M0ð1þ zÞα expðβzÞ; ðB3Þ















gðM0Þ ¼ ½S0ðM0=qÞ − S0ðM0Þ−1=2; ðB6Þ
q ¼ 4.137z̃−0.9476f ; ðB7Þ
z̃f ¼−0.0064ðlogM0Þ2þ0.0237ðlogM0Þþ1.8837: ðB8Þ
The definition of F in Eq. (B1) is given as
F ðsacc; δaccjS0; δ0; M̄accÞ
¼
Z











Fðsacc; δaccjS0; δ0;MaccÞ ðmacc ≤ mmaxÞ












FIG. 5. Time evolution of the horizon and the neutrino diffusion
scales.
FIG. 6. Ratio of the cold dark matter power spectrum without
neutrino diffusion to the one with diffusion. Vertical lines are the
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where mmax ¼ min½Macc;M0=2, Mmax ¼ min½Maccþ
macc;M0, SM ¼ σ2ðMmaxÞ, and δM is defined as δcðzÞ at
z when M ¼ Mmax.
In addition, as born as field halos, the inner density
profile of subhalos at the moment of accretion is given by
the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) one [117,118],
ρ ¼ ρsðr=rsÞð1þ r=rsÞ2
: ðB12Þ
The concentration parameter of subhalos is given by
c ¼ rv=rs, where rv is their virial radius. We assume that
the concentration parameter obeys the log-normal distri-
bution with the standard deviation of σlog c ¼ 0.13 [119].
For the mean value of the halo concentration, we adopt the
fitting formula in Ref. [120]. In terms of c200 ¼ cr200=rv
(see Ref. [121] for conversion), with r200 being the radius
within which the averaged mass density is 200 times as
large as the homogeneous one, the concentration-mass
relation is given as











α ¼ 1.7543 − 0.2766ð1þ zÞ þ 0.02039ð1þ zÞ2; ðB14Þ
β¼ 0.2753−0.00351ð1þ zÞ−0.3038ð1þ zÞ0.0269; ðB15Þ
γ ¼ −0.01537 − 0.02102ð1þ zÞ−0.1475; ðB16Þ
for z ≤ 4 and






α ¼ 1.3081 − 0.1087ð1þ zÞ þ 0.00398ð1þ zÞ2; ðB18Þ
β ¼ 0.0223 − 0.0944ð1þ zÞ−0.3907; ðB19Þ
for z > 4. In contrast to the concentration-mass relation
extrapolated from galaxy- or cluster-sized halos with a
single power law (for instance, Ref. [122]), Ref. [120] gives
one flattened towards smaller masses.
Once accreted onto host halos, subhalos undergo tidal
mass splitting as they orbit in the gravitational field of
hosts. The mass-loss rate we adopt is [103,104]















is the dynamical time scale associated to the host halo
[123], whose mean density is ρ̄h, and the coefficients A and

































G is the gravitational constant. The mass-loss rate is
integrated to give mass evolution of subhalos after accre-
tion. Given mass evolution, subhalo mass function can be
obtained from the initial condition given by the accretion
rate Eq. (B1). In addition, we assume that the subhalo
profile is given as the NFW one truncated at rt,
ρ ¼
 ρs
ðr=rsÞð1þr=rsÞ2 ðr ≤ rtÞ
0 ðotherwiseÞ
: ðB24Þ
We assume that ρs and rs evolve according to Ref. [124] in
the course of tidal stripping, and then obtain evolution of rt
from the mass-conservation condition [103,104].
Provided the above prescription for the evolution of
subhalos, one can solve Eq. (26) in the main text numeri-












where Pðcaccjmacc; zaccÞ is the probability distribution of
the cacc, which is given above. In the above expression, the
Heaviside function indicates that subhalos whose trunca-
tion radius is smaller than 0.77 times rs do not contribute to
the boost factor, since those subhalos are supposed to be
totally disrupted according to Ref. [125]. Omitting
substructures inside subhalos (i.e., subsubhalos), the lumi-
nosity of each subhalo Lsh is proportional to a volume









which is specified once macc, zacc, and the concentration
parameter at the accretion cacc are given. It is rather
straightforward to incorporate effects of subsubhalos
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(and even their substructures) [103,104]. Meanwhile, the
luminosity of the host’s smooth component L̄ðMÞ can be
obtained by replacing rt=rs with the concentration param-
eter of the host c in Eq. (B26).
Figure 7 shows the integrand of Eq. (26) in the main
text, LshdNsh=d lnm, for a host halo with the mass of
Mhost ¼ 1012 M⊙. It is manifested that the subhalo con-
tributions to the boost factor are significantly enhanced
around m ¼ Mfs and suppressed at smaller scales. This is
exactly what we expect from the matter power spectrum in
Fig. 2 in the main text, which exhibits boosted acoustic
peaks and suppressed power within the free-streaming
length. Even though this affects only subhalos with very
small masses, m≲ 10−5 M⊙, we find that the overall
boost factor (after integrating over the subhalo masses)
becomes larger than that of a naïve model with a sudden
cutoff at Mfs ¼ 10−7 M⊙ (which we refer to as CDM) by
about 30%.
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